
After 13 long years of struggle, it appears that the battle to save the Liverpool Plains from coal mining has finally
been won! Now it's up to the Government to give Coasties the same deal!
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THE Deputy Premier John Barilaro has confirmed that he has struck a deal with mining company Shenhua for the company to
abandon its approved Watermark coal mine on the Liverpool Plains.
 
Mr Barilaro also announced that $25 million a year will be provided to a “Royalties for Rejuvenation” future fund for coal
communities to support planning and investment in new job opportunities. This is money the Hunter region urgently needs to
begin investing in diversification and has been a key goal of the Hunter Renewal project.
 
For John Barilaro to start spruiking no coal there has to be an ulterior motive, no doubt the up-coming Hunter by election.
Considering that in June of last year the state government's strategic plan for the coal industry identified three areas to the north
and east of the upper hunter election area as still eligible for new coal exploration.
 
The involvement of the community fighting to stop to protect the Liverpool Plains from being destroyed by coal mining was
enormous and is a testament to the courage and determination of local farmers and Breeza residents, the Caroona Coal Action
Group, Gomeroi Traditional Custodians and Upper Mooki Landcare, who have never wavered in their determination to stop the
mine. Yet, there is little doubt that John Barilaro is more interested in winning the seat for the Nationals than whether or not the
Chinese-owned mining company Shenhua starts tearing apart the Liverpool Plains. Barilaro needed to pull a rabbit out of the hat
to guarantee votes and the Government buy-back of the Shenhua mining lease is a sure winner. But at what cost to the NSW
taxpayers?
 
Barilaro's action contradicts his recent dummy-spit over Malcolm Turnbull revealing the ruinous truth about the coal mining legacy
and the price future generations will have to pay for the avarice of foreign companies. A truth that saw Malcolm Turnbull sacked
as Chair of Net Zero Emissions and Clean Energy Council(NZECEC), but when you're counting on votes nothing else matters!
Then of course there is the Berejiklian Government's hypocrisy in setting up the NZECEC when coal is number one of the energy
agenda. Politics is a devious game and one that will always be manipulated to the advantage of the coal mining industry.
 
Back to the Hunter and the upcoming by election, the Labor candidate, Geoff Drayton, is a coal miner who would no doubt be
supported by the NSW Minerals Council and the mining industry, claiming jobs, jobs, jobs, as they push to dig up the last bit of
the Hunter Valley. Standing against the Nationals and Labor is Sue Norman, daughter of Harvey Norman, who is running on a
climate change agenda. It will be an interesting election!
 
People fighting to protect the environment for future generations

 
The Liverpool Plains campaign, just like the planned Wallarah 2 coal mine beneath the Central Coast's major water catchment,
became a political football and, despite evidence that both projects would be unmitigated disasters, the government kowtowed to
mining interests. The protection of the country's most fertile agricultural area, and home to the aquifers that feed the Darling-
Murray River systems, was never going to be on the government's radar. Likewise, with the importance of the Central Coast's
major water catchment district.
 
Managing editor of the Grapevine Alain Hayes said, "I remember when I was in primary school I learnt that next to the Nile River
Delta, the Liverpool Plains was the most fertile area in the world. My teacher told the class that if you planted nails you'd harvest
crowbars."
 
"The issue of water is equally as important in both locations, the Liverpool Plains and the Central Coast," he said.
 
"Despite spurious claims by the mining companies, coal mining and water don't mix!
 
"Wherever there is a water body or aquifer located above or in close proximity to a coal mine the water disappears and our
governments only become concerned when votes are at stake."
 
Politics and votes has put an end to the Shenhua mining proposal and in 2011 politics encouraged the Keneally Government to
cancel the Development Application (DA) of the Wallarah 2 coal project. The community was elated, the government had
accepted that the Wallarah 2 mine posed too great a risk to the water supply and the Liberals, having run a campaign that, if
elected, they would legislate to ensure that mining could never occur beneath the Central Coast's water catchment district,
quickly reneged on their promise.
 
The Liberals who were elected to government in 2011 and, instead of honoring their promise, a promise in writing, drove a knife
deep into the heart of every Central Coast citizen and allowed the South Koreans to lodge a fresh DA to mine. Nothing had
changed, it was almost as if the mining company had tossed the previous DA documents into the air and reassemble them in the
order they fell to the ground hoping that it would pass the pub test. The community were not so easily fooled and regathered to
continue the fight against Wallarah 2, a campaign that has become the longest running community campaign in the country.
 
Ironically, as previously reported by the Grapevine the South Koreans now have a stranded asset, unable to meet the 142
conditions of approval placed on the mining license. In particular, their inability to now build a coal loading facility.
 
So, the question now needs to be asked, will our only State Liberal Member Adam Crouch stand up for the Central Coast and
demand the same deal as the Liverpool Plains? Or will he merely remain the government's local errand boy?
 
The Canberra problem

 
Down the road a few hundred kilometres from the Central Coast, Scott Morrison's political game in Canberra, toss the lump of
coal instead of the Caber, is a true indication of his party's desire to see more new coal mines developed and not take climate
seriously. Recent comments from the Biden administration confirm that the United States is far from impressed with Australia's
climate approach and labelling it "insufficient". Biden's administration has seen straight through Scott Morrison's political spin,
leaving Australia increasingly isolated ahead of the US Leaders’ Summit on Climate.
 
Describing Australia’s approach, a senior US official said, “it’s insufficient to follow the existing trajectory and hope that they will
be on a course to deep decarbonisation and getting to net zero emissions by mid-century.” Net Zero emissions! - the same spin
our State Government is panhandling while approving more coal mines.
 
With President Joe Biden expected to announce ambitious new targets for US carbon emissions, Scott Morrison’s lack of a
credible plan – and divisions in his Government - are leaving Australia behind.
 
Shadow Foreign Minister, Penny Wong, said, “The world is moving on, and our economy and jobs will suffer because Mr
Morrison is holding us back”.
 
“Like a student who didn’t study all year cramming for an exam, Mr Morrison is panicking. He is rushing out an announcement a
day in the lead up to the summit, but everyone can see this is just desperate political management,” she said.
 
Despite all the hollow rhetoric, the Morrison Government still has no 'net zero by 2050 commitment', still doesn’t have the long-
term emissions reduction strategy promised two years ago, and is still full of people like Matt Canavan who attacks action on
climate change as a magical fantasy.  Just like every other day there is another vaccine rollout debacle, Scott Morrison is all spin
with no plan to deliver to Australians on climate change. And his spin is being called out for what it is on the world stage.
 
President Joe Biden has made it very clear, with his $1 trillion investment in climate, that the world’s biggest economy is
preparing for a clean energy future.
 
So why is Australia still dreaming of nineteenth-century energy solutions and bending over backwards for the coal industry - an
industry that is a dinosaur teetering on the edge of extinction?
 
Yet Australia does have a choice – the Government can start making the investments that are needed in renewables and clean
economy jobs, or the Country will get left behind as the global economy races ahead. The choice is a no brainer - forget about
the coal tossing olympics in parliament and get on with the job.
 
And for those who still have their doubts, Deloitte has crunched the numbers: $3.4 trillion economic hit and 880,000 fewer jobs
from unchecked climate change over coming decades; or $680 billion dividend and 250,000 more jobs if Australia rises to the
challenge. With Scott Morrison in charge it seems that Australia could well easily miss out on the jobs, the opportunities and
economic growth that come from being a world leader in the industries of tomorrow.

The battle for a brighter, cleaner and
sustainable future

L-R: Alan Hayes (Campaign Director, Australian Coal Alliance Community Group), Ken Ticehurst (form Liberal Member for Dobell),
Malcolm Turnbull (Environment Minister) and Warren Simmons (Executive Member Australian Coal Alliance.
 
In 2007 Malcolm Turnbull had strong views on protecting the environment and was concerned about the impact of a coal mine
beneath the Central Coast's major water catchment district - views which his State Liberal comrades do not share. Views that saw him
sacked as Chair of the Net Zero Emissions and Clean Energy Council.


